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            Shearing, carding, spinning, weaving and creating with Margaret Boos

            
                                                            


            
                




By Annie Duffy




Issue #52 • July/August, 1998



"If you're going to make something that you want to last, why not start with good quality material,"...            
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            Bovine basics for beginners
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            Get to know your spiders
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            Khaki Campbell ducks — The other egg layer
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            The homestead cat
            
                                                                            

        


        


        
	
 


 

Self-Reliance
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                How we found our remote backwoods home
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                Woolen winter mittens in minutes
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                Power your bug-out bag
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                A determined Rose Bley escaped the city
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                Vinegar — A splash is all you need for healthful eating, natural healing, and sparkling home
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                Clover — From Livestock Forage to Medicinal Tea, This Humble Plant is One of Nature’s Best Gifts
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 


Farm and Garden
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                    Swiss Chard — The Leaf Vegetable That Keeps on Giving!
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            Plant Your Irish Potatoes This Fall or Winter

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Robert L. Williams




Issue #48 • November/December, 1997



My family has made a practice of planting Irish potatoes in the fall rather than in the...                
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            Gardening Tips and Tricks

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Charles Sanders




Issue #99 • May/June, 2006



Gardeners are an ingenious lot. Trial and error, time, study, observation, and experience all help us to come...                
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            Use Non-Hybrid Seeds and Save Big Bucks in This Year’s Garden

                
                                                                                                            


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #51 • May/June, 1998



Every person who is striving for self-reliance should, and most do, plant a garden from which to raise...                

            


        


        

 

Americana and History
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                        Constitution of the united States of America
                                                                                            


                    
                        

We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the United...                    
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                        Quilts — Masterpieces of the heart and windows into women’s history
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Marlene Parkin




Issue #22 • July/August, 1993



Many of the quilts of yesterday took a lifetime to make. Perhaps the mystical part of quilts—the aspect that makes them almost human—is the countless hours of work and devotion it took to create a masterpiece of the heart.

Beyond their beauty and usefulness,...                    
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                        Feeling nostalgic? Now you’ll rave! Here’s the story of Burma Shave.
                                                                                            


                    
                        




By Martin Waterman




Issue #37 • January/February, 1996



I can remember taking a trip as a child and seeing my first Burma Shave signs. Technically speaking, after 1963 all the 7,000 or so sets of signs were supposed to have been taken down. Still, my discovery may not have been unusual,...                    
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Animals
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            Build a chicken feeder on the cheep cheep cheep


            
                                                            



            
                




By Linda Slate




Issue #119 • September/October, 2009



While searching for a large quantity (five pounds or more) feeder for my backyard flock, I kept running...            
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            This St. Bernard backwoods hero saved old Grandma’s life


            
                                                            



            
                




By Margaret Wright




Issue #35 • September/October, 1995



When we think of a backwoods dog we generally think of a Pyrenees, German Shepherd, or other breed...            
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            Switch your family to goat’s milk
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            Raising cattle on your own place
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            Raising your own beef for your family
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            Shearing, carding, spinning, weaving and creating with Margaret Boos
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                The adventures of a first-time homesteader
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                How to organize an outdoor canning party
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                Teaching the joy of reading
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                Homemade pest traps
                
                                        
                                                                    
                

            


        


        
	
 


 
            


            
                

Farm and Garden
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                Jackie’s Garden Primer

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Jackie Clay




Issue #117 • May/June, 2009



The birds are singing. The sunshine makes the day feel soft and warm. The soil is mellow and damp. It makes us feel like being outdoors and doing...                
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                Use Plastic to Get a Head Start on Corn in the Fall

                
                                                                                                


                
                    




By Mark and Lynn Klammer




Issue #41 • September/October, 1996



As spring approaches each year, we can hardly wait for the feel of warm earth between our fingers. And so, while most avid gardeners let Mother...                
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